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TILisreport giLWSa o?eseriptionof the high-sped wind
tunnel oj the National Advisoy CommitteeforAero-
nautic. The operation oj the tunnel is &o deseribed
and the method oj pre+wniingthe &a is yiven. An
account oj an inr~tigation of the aerodynamicproperties
oj N“Zpropelhr secti.on.sis included.

The tunnel is operated on the induction-jet principle.
Compressed air discharged through an anndar nozzle
surrounding the tunnel downstreamjrom the tat seetion
induces a -flow of air jrom the ainwsphere throwgh the
test section oj the tunnel where the mode+bare pluced.
Thejonxx on the model are measured by a $compo-nmi
photo-recording balance.

The test results included herein comprise measure-
ments oj the L&t,drag, and pitching moment%oj six air-
joils. The se&w chosen jar tds have -thickness
ratios oj 0.06, 0.08, and 0.10; three are ba8ed on this
G?.arkY profle and three on the R.A.I’. 6 profi. The.
teN8were made over a wide speed range and jor several
angles oj attack, varying jrom tha# oj zero lift to Ig”,
in order to inrestigate t~ efect8 oj comprestibiliiy on
the airfoil characterMm.

TIw data obtained indicute that the Clurk Y airfds
are superior to the R.A.F. 6 airfoih jor propeller appli-
cation wept jor high-pitch propellers operati~ at
low ralue8 oj V/nD. The e~eet8 of conqmmibility on
the airfoil characteri&ic4are lurge and importuti. A8
the 8peed oj the air jlowing past an airfoil h imeaz?ed
the li~, drag, and moment coews undergo a mll
nuw”cul irimtzwe which continua until a compre8ti-
bility burble occurs. A8 the speed i+?increasedfurther,
tb breakdown of the jiow wme8pondiw to the com-
pressibility burble h m“denced by a marked deerea.sein
the lift coe~ient and a rapid inmewe in the drag
coe$cient. The 8peed at which tb com~e8sibi.lity
burble occurs is okpendent on the angle oj attack and
the aiqfod thicknem; irwreasing either IXUSMthe eom-
pre8sibWy bwrble to OWT at lower 8peeds. A com-
parison oj these data w“th tlw theoreticalwork oj Qluw-ei-t
and Aekeret a-s regards the nature and amouni of the
e$ects oj compwwibil-iiy on the lift-eume slope 8wb-
statiiattx the themy for speeok below”thut & which the
cornpressibiliiyburble oc17u.r8.

\

A computation oj propder characteridi.cs baaed on
the8e mw.li%b compared with the experimeniul rewIIts
on a julka.1.e propeller. The reumna for di$emctx
are discussed and recomnwnddti for fultie work are
g’iven.

INTRODUCITON

The advantages of model testing as an aid to the
solution of full-scale problems are often neutralized by
the inaccurate reproduction of the full-scale flow in the
model test. The conditions which must be fulfilled in
the model teat so that the results may be dhectly
applicable to the full-scale problem are twofold. First,
the model must be geometrically similar to the full-scale
objecka condition usually obtained-and second, the
model flow pattern must be similar to the full-scale flow
pattern-a condition generally not fultilled. The prin-
cipal factors that determine flow similarity are the Rey-
nolds Number pVZ/P and the compressibility factor
V/V. where V. is the velocity of sound in the gas. The
first of these two factors, the Reynolds Number,
expresses the ratio of the mass forces to the viscous
forw in the gas. It is essential that this ratio have
the same value for the modal flow as for the full-scale
flow-. The second factor, the ratio of the velocity of
the body to the velocity of sound in the gas V/Vc,
indioatezto what extent the flow is affected by the
compressibility of the gas. For most applications the
eflects of vaxiatiomi in the value of this ratio are
neglected becauae the velocities of the air streams in
most wind tunnels are of the same order of magnitude
aa the velocities of most aircraft and the effect of the
diilerences in the vilue of this factor between the
model flow and the full-scale flow is therefore small.
In addition, the speeds common to most aircraft are
low with respect to the velocity of sound in air and the
corresponding prwzure di.lferences are likewise smaIL

A knowledge of the compressibility phenomenon is
essential, however, because the tip speeds of propellers
now in uze are commonly in the n~mhborhood of the
VdOOi@ of sound. Further, the speeds that have been
attained by racing airplanea are as h&h as half the
velocity of sound. Even at ordinary airplane speeds
the effects of compressibility should not be disregmded
if accurata measurements are desired.
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Some data on the effects of compressibility are
already available. Expcrimente on propellers rotatad
at very high speeds have demonstrated that large det-
rimental effects are to be expected as the tip speed ap-
proaches the speed of sound. These experiments,
although of immediate practical value, are not well
suited for a study of the compressibility phenomena.
Efforts to provide more suitable data have also been
made. Airfoils have been tested at high speeds, but
the experiments have been conducted under unfavor-
able circumstance. The’ large amount of power re-
quired to drive a stream of air at very high speeds has
necessitated the use of small wind tunnels, the charac-
teristics of which were often nnlmown. Furthermore,
the size of the models being large in relation to the
size of the wind tunnels, the test results are subject to
large corrections which are in themselves problematical.

In order to provide more suitable means for studying
compatibility phenomena, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics has constructed a compma-
tively large closed-throat high+peed wind tunnel.
The tunnel, which was designed to utilize compressed
air from the N.A.C.A. variable-density wind tunnel
as a source of motive power, w-asthe outgrowth of ex-
periment dealing with thrust augmentore for jet pro-
pulsion (reference 1). High-veloci@ compressed-air
jets were employed to induce a flow of the surrounding
air through the augmenting devices. The results
indicatid that it was possible to apply the principles
of the induction jet h the development of &high-speed
wind tunnel. The calculations leading to the pre-
liminary design were started in July 1927. After a
series of model tests, a 12-inch diameter open-throat
l@h-speed tunnel was constructed in April 1928.
Further develofimenb were carried out with this tunnel
from which the present closed-throat tunnel was
iinally evolved

The N.A.C.A. high-speed wind tunnel has several
advantages over previous devices. The diameter of
the tunnel is large compared to previous tunnels in
which high-speed tests have been made. The flow
past the model is relatively nonturbulent, since the
air stream in the tunnel throat is composed entirely
of air taken directly from the atmosphere. Moreover,
the models extend through the walls and are supported
out&de the air stream, thus eliminating the effects of
support interference. Several airfoils have been
tested in this tunnel and this report presents a de-
scription of the tunnel, together with the results of
tests on six airfoils having commonly used propeller
sections. The data presented comprise the results of
tests made over a wide speed range and these data
have been analyzed with a view toward demonstrate@
the compressibility effects and their relation to design
problems.

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAU!ITCS

L DESCRIPTION OF TUNNEL

The high-speed wind tunnel is similar in form to
most venturi-type wind tunnels. There me, however,
important dblerence.s in its characteristics and equip-
ment, which arise in part from its purpose and in part
from the method of operation. The novel features
are the large speed range which extends up to the
velocity of sound when there is no model in the tunnel,
the drive system, and the automatic-recording balance
used to measure the forces.

Arrangement.-The general arrangement of the
tunnel is shown in figures 1 and 2. Compressed air
from the variabledensity wind tunnel is piped to
the high—pres—sure chamber and discharged through
the annular nozzle shown in iigure 2. The jet from
this nozzle induces a flow of air from the atmosphere
through the lower portion of the tunnel, where the
model is placed on a photo-recording balance as
shown in figure 2. The atmospheric & nixes with
the high-pressure air in the difluser which conducts
the air outside through the roof of the building.

The balance and the lower portion of the tunnel
are enclosed in an airtight wooden chamber which
is supported by a metal framework fastened to the
floor of the building aa shown in figure 1. Access to
the tunnel and balance is obtained by removing two
opposite sides of the chamber. One half of the test
section is also removable in order to facilitate mount-
ing the model.

Tunnel air yassages,-The entrance cone is 17.67
inches long and 11 inches in diameter at its junction
with the test section. Six vanes, which extend from
the floor to the plane of the mouth of the entrance
cone, are provided to prevent twisting of the air
stream at the entrance cone. The test section is
7 inches IOUW,and is made slightly divergent to
reduce the axial static-pressure gradient. The in-
cluded angle between the walls of the exit cone is
4.6°; the portion tapered at this angle is 13%Einches
and ends in an abrupt step just below the annular ‘
nozzle. The difhser is 19 feet 10 inches long and
the included angle between diametrically opposite
elements is 4.8°.

Power supply.—The motive power for the air
dream is provided by comprmed air from the vmi-
~ble-density wind tunnel. At the end of a test at
high values of the Reynolds Number in this tunnel
~ relatively large supply of air at high pressure is
~vailable. The compressed air is piped to the cham-
ber surrounding the annular nozzle shown in &ure
1 and discharged through the nozzle. The high-
?ressure chamber and the nozzle are of cast steel.
l%e nozzle has a minimum annular opening of 0.06
nch and a divergent portion 1%6inches long. The
ntal angle of divergence is 11.1O.
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TUNNBL CHARACTBBISTICS

Velooitg and pressure distribution.-Figure 3 indi-
cates the dynamic-pressure variation ‘across the
tunnel along the quarter-chord position of the model.
The variation is less than + 0.5 percent. The direc-
tional variation of the air flow is believed to be less
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ratio is therefore deiined as the quotient of the ki-
netic energy of the air pa~~ through the test section
in a unit time divided by the power due to adiabatic
wqmnsion of the high-pressure air. The value for
the tunnel as operated variea considerably over tie
speed range but at a speed 0.5 V. the value is 1.(3.
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FmmE l.-Oeneraf viewofthe bfghpced wind tnmd.

than &%O. Figure 4 shows the small static-pressure ~ DlW3UPT10N OF THE BALANCE

gradient. -
Energy ratio.-’hehe energy ratio is difficult to

dotwmine for this type of tunnel because of the un-
certainty of the value of the power input. For
comparathw purposes, however, the power input is
taken as the rate of work due to an adiabatic ex-
pansion of the high-pressure air from the pressure in
the reservoir to atmospheric pressure. The energy

General.-The balance must measure the large range
of forces resulting from the wide speed range over
which tests are made, and it must be automatic
recording because the allowable time for observations
is short. The balance measares the lift, drag, and
pitching moment by multiplying and recording the
deflection of steel springs. (cantilever beam type) to
which the forces are transmitted. The essential parts
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consist of a cast-iron cradle in which is mounted a yoke
to which the model is attached, the linkages necessary
to transmit the forces to the steel springs, and a camera
for multiplying and recording the deflections of the
springs.

Linkages and knife-edges .—The balance is shown in
figures 2 and 5. The cra~e ~n& wound one h~
of the tunnel and contains a rotatable yoke to which
the model is secured. The cradle supports consist
of three vertical rods, one of which is directly connected
to one of the balance springg. The other two rods are
connected to ends of a fork-shaped lever above the
cradle. The lever is supported at its center and the
other end is connected to another of the balance
springs. Horizontal movement is constrained by two

Dk7ance from tunneloxisolong qucrfer-chord
oxisof mode~ inches

FIaum 3,—IfatfoOfdynamk I)resuraat the test S3.3timlto the Cffflei-encabetweem
the otmosphmfopiWSSU’0~d tie w=ure at the stMoPra=re mfflmforw
klty equalto 0.sv..

rods, one on either side of the crhdle, which are con-
nected through a truss to the third balance spring.

The lift linkage transmits the horizontal or lift forces
from tho balance cradle to the spring at the rear of the
brdnnce. The drag and moment linkages are inter-
acting. The drag is the algebraic sum of the forces
in the three vertical supports. The forward support.s
me parallel to the tunnel axis and their ases are b a
vertical plane which passes through the mis of the
tunnel and the quarter-chord line of the models. The
forces in these supports are tra&nitted through a fork,
which is mounted on the balance frame above the
cradle, to the deflecting spring shown at the top of the
diagram (fig. 2). Therefore, if momenti are taken
about the line joining the intersection of the’horizontal

and vertical link~~es on either side of the tunnel, the
forces in these linkages will not contribute to the
moment. The force in the rear support, which is
connected to another deflecting spring, gives the
moment directly.

Instead of the usual knife-edges, the balance linkages
are connected by means of Emery knife-edgw which
are actuaUy thin steel deflecting strips joining the
members (figs. 2 and 5).

Springs.-All three balance springs are of the same
general form, varying principally in their size, which is
determined by the ma=titude of the forces to be
measured. They are cantilever beams of rectangular
cross section, constructed of heal%reated steel, and
have a short length of reduced thickness to localize the
deflections. They are mounted on heavily reinforced
pedestals on the rigid balance frame and are held in
place by dowels and screws. The thiclmess of the
springs is such that the deflections corresponding to the
largmt forces encountered are of the order of O.OO5inch.

Recording system,+w-ing to the small deflections
of the balance springa, the recording system must
provide a large multiplication. A further requirement

.20 I I I
Vy’ ~ ~ 0.40 v/~ ! O.w
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Fmmm 4—Ratfo of the elmngein the absolutestatfopressorafrom that at the
modelposftfento the dynamfopmsom. .

is the provision for semititity control; that is, some
easy means of increasing the multiplication so that
good accuracy may be maintained when the forces are
comparatively small, such as those encountered at
very low speeds and low angles of attack. In addition,
it is necessary to record the forces automatically
because of the short time during which observations
must be made.

The general arrangement of the recording system is
shown in iigures 2 and 5. Long arms are fastened to the
balance springs. At the ends of these arms a bushing
is mounted in which a stylus is eccentrically fitted.
By rotation of the bushing the multiplication of the
beam movement can be altered. The stylus is in con-
tact with a pivoted mirror which is thus actuated by
the movement of the balance springs. Suitable dwnp-
ing is piovided by means of dashpots connected to the
spring arms. A.source of light and suitable lenses are
provided so that light is reflected by the mirrors to a
moving iilm. The ti is driven by a small electric
motor through a train of gears which permits three
~’eed variations. The source light and the iilin drive
are controlled from the kterior of the balance and
tunnel chamber.
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Model support.-The model is mounted in jaws at
the ends of the yoke. It is located by means of dowels
so that the line joining the intemections of the hori-
zontal and vertical linkages coincides with the quarter-
chord axis of the model. The angle of attack is changed
by rotating the yoke, which is arranged to turn about
an axis tlgough the intenwction of the horizontal and
vertical linkages. The yoke is fixed at various angles
by means of a pin which projects from the yoke into
holes in the graduated quadrant shown in figure 2.

The model extends across the tund and through
holes in the tunnel vd.1. k order to reduce the flow
into the tunnel horn the dead-air space and to reduce
interference with the air flow, these holes are covered
with specially designed end plates shown in iigu.re 6.
The end plates are made of thin brass and are circular
in form. They fit into recesses cut in the tunnel wall

FIOUBE5.—The ~ wind tunnellmlanca

mound the edm.s of the holes and are suflicieni+ly
flexible so that ~hey can bend as the angle of attack is
changed and thus maintain the contour of the walls.
Holes of the same shape as the airfoil section but slightly
larger me cut in the end plates to provide %-inch
clearance so that the model and the end plates cannot
touch. The end plates are held in position by six
U-shaped pieces. One side of each piece is soldered to
the end plate and the other side carries a screw which is
turned down against a ledge on the outside wall of the
tunnel as shown in iigure 6. The end plates can be
turned with the model as the angle of attack is changed
by loosening the screws in the U-shaped pieces. A
telltale lamp is provided which lights if the model
makes contact with the erid plates during a test.

TUNNEL CALIBRATIONS

Dynamic pressure and velocity determination.—
The dynamic pressure and velocity are computed from
Bernouilli’s equation for a compressible fluid. The
equation is

where the subscript a denotes atmospheric conditions,
the subscript ~ denotes conditions at the test section of
the tunnel, P denotes the pressure in the fluid, v, is
the veloci~ of sound in the fluid for the conditions
at the test section, and k is the ratio of the specific
heats for air, numerically equal to 1.4. The formula is
derived by substituting the pressuredensity relation
for adiabatic flow in the general form of the Bernoulli
equation. A detailed derivation of this formula is
given in reference 2 (p. 15). A more convenient form

FIGURE6.—ViewdIoti tIUIIK&@ fittingand fdrfoflm0UdU13.

of the foregoing equation for use when V,/V* is low
than unity is obtained by expanding in the series

This is the form used to compute the dynamic pressure,
which is therefore

q= $*V,2=l+m’+M?i%H“ “
The values of V,/Vc are computed from the first form
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of the equation. . Solving this equation
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The validity bf these forimlaa is dependent primarily
upon the existence of true adiabatic flow and the
absence of losses due to friction. The errors induced
by the first of these assumptions are probably small
because of the rapidity with which the heat energy of
the air is converted to kinetic energy. In order to
check the validity of the formulas, the total pressure
at the test section has been measured and it was found
that its value difTeredfrom the atmospheric pressure
by 1sss than 0.02 percent of the dynamic pressure,
except for a very small core at the center and a rela-
tively thin layer adjacent to the w-all.

The difference between the static pressure at the test
section and the atmospheric pressure cannot be re-
liably determined from a direct measurement during a
test bec~use of the presence of the model. Accord-
ingly, calibrated static-pressure orifices are used for this
purpose. Four small holes in the tunnel wall 10 inches
below the location of the quarter-chord axis of the
model are connected to a manifold which is in turn
connected to pressure-measuring devices. The cali-
bration factor is determined from simultaneous meas-
urements of the quantities (P=– P,) and (P.– Pw),
where the subscript w denotes conditions at the
static-pressure orifices. The static pressure at the
test section is taken as the value registered by four
holes in a tube located along the axis of the tunnel.
The holes in the tube are 90° apart and are in the
horizontal plane which passes through the quarter-
chord position of the airfoil model. In order to avoid
end interferences the tube exten& horn the relatively
low velocity region at the mouth of the entrance cone
to a point 20~finches above the model location. The
calibration factor as computed from these measure-
ments is

‘-&

For use in computing test results both this factor and
V/V, are plotted against Pe– Pm. The variation of
these quantities with atmospheric pressure for con-
stant values of P=—Pm is negligible except at speeds
in the immediate neighborhood of the velocity of sound.

The only pressure measured during a test is the
difference between the atmospheric pressure and the
pressure at the static-pressure oriiices. Two pressure-
measuring devices are connected to the oriiices. A
single-tube mercury manometer is mounted outside
the tunnel to provide the operator with means for
adjusting the speed and measuring the pressure dif-
ference; a standard N.A.C.A. pressure cell (reference 3)
mounted on the camera records the pressure difference
on the fiJm on which the forces are registered. The
pressurecell serves to check the valuea observed by the

operator and, in addition, gives a record of the air-
flow steadiness while the obsemations are behg taken.

BaIanoe alinement and calibration.-The alinement
of the balance linkages with respect to each other is
iixed by the construction of the balance. Alinemed
of the balance with respect to the air-flow direction is
obtained by applyhig an external force in the horizon-
tal or lift direction and adjusting the height of the rear
base of the balance until the drag balance indicates zero
force. The air-flow alinement has been checked by
testing an airfoil in the normal and inverted positions

l%uEE 7.-Wtion ofphotcgraphforemrd takenfromManc8.

and also by tests of a symmetrical airfoil at positive
and negative angles of attack.

The balance calibration is obtained by applying
lmown loads in the direction of the various forces by
means of a specially designed system of levers. The
deflections corresponding to these loads are recorded
on the film and from these data calibration charts are
constructed. Errors due to misalinement of the
various levers which comprise the calibrating fixture
are less than 1 part in 3,000 and the errors in the
weights used in calibrating are of the order of 1 part
in 700.
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A TYPICAL AIRFOIL TEST

The standmd airfoils, 2-inch chord, are made of
metal, usually steel. They are constructed by a
generating machine which works from a sixfold
templet. The method of construction is described
in reference 4. The extremities of the airfoil are
machined flat and drilled from a jig to insure accurate
mounting on the balance.

The airfoil is mounted in the balance and the angle
of attack is set by means of the pivoted yoke. The
chamber doors are then clamped in place. The valve
in the high-pressme air duct is opened wide and when
conditions become steady, as.indicated by the mercury
manometer, observ@ions are taken. Lower speeds
me obtained by throttling. The run is continued,
with interruptions for recording zeros, until the entire
speed range is covered. The chamber ,is then opened
and the angle of attack is changed and the procedure
as outlined above is repeated. The number of angles
of attack for which tests can be ob,tainedfrom one tank
of air is dependent on the number of speeds for which
observations are made. Even when a relatively large
number of observations for various speeds are taken,
complete observations for two angles of attack an be
made. The tunnel operating time required for testing
an airfoil at one angle of attack over the entire speed
range is approximatdy 12 minutes.

The forces and moments are evaluated from the
photographic record (fig. 7). The deflections indioated
on the iilm are measured by means of a specird device
and the forces corresponding to these deflections are
read from the calibration charts. The data are then
reduced to the standard nondimensional coefficient
form.

PRmZNTA~ONOFDATA

The effect of the tunnel walls on the aerodynamic
characteristics of airfoils tested in this tunnel is not
definitely known or understood. The effect of varia-
tions in the form and clearance of the end plates is
how-n to be critical and, accordingly, the end plates
are very carefully adjusted. Some preliminary tests
with airfoils having different chords indicate that no
correction need be applied to these data to obtain
chamct eristics for iniinite aspect ratio. In other
words, it is believed that the data may be directly
applied in practical design problems as airfoil dats
for infinite aspeet ratio.

The data are presented in two graphic forms. The
tit form, which shows directly the effects of compressi-
bility, consists of plots of the vaxious coefficients for
rLtiven angle of attack against V/VC. The other
form consists of dots of the lift coefEcient and the.
drag coe5cient ~gainst~angle of attack for seveml
speeds.

COMbflTITJE FOR M3RONAUTTCS

II. TESTS OF SIX COMMONLY USED PROPELLER AIR-
FOILS AT HIGH SPEEDS

The prediction of propeller performance is dependent
to a large extent on an accumto dotormirmtion of the
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil sections
which are used as the propeller blade sections. Here-
tofore, it has been common practice to adopt the results
of airfoil tests at low speeds in conventional wind
tunnels for thi9 purpose. The effects of comprmqi-
bility have usually been neglected, because of the lack
of the information necessary to establish a valid cor-
rection for this effect. The il.rstseries of tests in the
high-speed wind tunnel was performed to ,provide
more accurate data on which the design of propellers
could be based.

TESTS

Models.-Of the 6 airfoils tested, 3 have sections
based on the R.A.F. 6 section and 3 on the Clark Y
section. In each group of three, the airfoil thickness
is the major variable. The thiclmess ratios chosen nre
0.06, 0.08, and 0.10, and the airfoil profiles were ob-
tained by sealing the ordinates of the original nirfoil,
measured from the chord line, in the ratio of the
desired thickness to the thickness of the bnsic section.
The ordinates are given in table I. The nirfoils are
designated as in referemm5 by a system of numbers nnd
a letter. Thus, the designation 3C6 is applied to the 6
percent thick Clark Y airfoil. The first number gives
the location of the maximum thickness in tenths of the
chord, the letter indicates the basio section from which
the airfoil is derived, C for the Clark Y and R for the
R.A.F. 6, and the last numbers give the maximum
thiclmess of the airfoil in percent of the chord. The
six airfoils are then the 3C6, 3C8, 3C1O, 3R6, 3Rs,
and 3R1o.

All of the airfoils were of 2-inch chord. Four were
made of dumlumin. The tvvo thinnest airfoils, how-
ever, were made of steel in order to reduce the defec-
tions of the models under high lift loads. A detniled
description of the method of constructing the nirfoils
is given in reference 4.

Method of testing.-Becquse of the large range of
forces involved in testing the airfoils over a wide
a@e+f-attacli range and Q wide speed range, the
twts were performed in two parts. The lift and drag
balances were set for maximum sensitivity and the
airfoils were tested at low an@s of attack; that is, up
to 4°. Then, in order to permit recordhqg the lnrger
forces for the higher angles of attack, the sensitivities
of the lift and drag balances were reduced rmd the
high angle-of-attack tests were perfornied. Because
of the small clearance between the airfoil and the hole
in the end plates through which the airfoil protrudes,
additional end plates were required for the high n@e-
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of-attack tests. The holee in the end plates were
kept the same size as formerly but were moved slightly
to one side to prevent the airfoil from touching and to
keep the clenmmce as uniform as possible throughout
the tests as the airfoil deflected under the high loads
encountered at high angles of attack.

The tests in each part were made in pairs, airfoils
of the same thickness being tested consecutively.
The operating procedure was identical in other respects
with the description previously given.’

PRECISION
The various factors contributing to inaccuracy in

these experiments may, in general, be classified under
two major divisions. The first consists of errors in
measurements made to determine the dynamic pres-
sure and the second consists of errors in the evaluation
of the actual forces and moments.

Inaccuracies arising from the dynamic-pressure
variation acrosa the throat are insignificant. The
value of the static-plate calibration factor was checked
over the speed range three times while the tests were
in progress. The maximum differences found were
approximately 1 percent. Detemninations of this
factor may, however, have a consistent error due to a
constriction effect at the throat when’ the airfoil is
in position. The magnitude of this error is unlmown,
and because of the diilicult nature of the problem, a
satisfactory solution has not yet been obtained.
Accordingly, no correction has been applied.

Balance calibrations before and after each group of
tests agreed very closely. The lift calibrations agreed
to within 1.5 percent and the drag calibrations agreed
to within 1 percent. The diilerence.sin the moment
calibrations were less than either of the above and
may be considered negligible. The evaluation of
tme corrections resulting from air leakage where the
model passes through the tunnel wall was not feasible.
However, tests made with no model in place and with
the holes in the tunnel wall closed indicated the
presence of small tare readings of uncertain origin for
which the dati have been corrected. The magnitudes
of these corrections are —0.020 for the lift coefficient,
0.0006 for the drag coefficient, and 0.020 for the
moment coetlicient. These corrections have been
checked by repeat tests to within 0.001 for the lift,
0.0003 for the drag, and 0.005 for the moment. A
few repeat tests of these airfoils at various angles of
attack indicated that the reauhk could be reproduced
to within 3 percent except for high angles of attack
at high speeds, when the flow was unsteady.

RIWllLTS
The results of the tests are presented in figures 8

to 13, inclusive. These figures show the variation in
the force and moment coefficients with speed for a
given angle of attack. Complete data for one airfoil
are presented in each figure, each curve showing the
variation of one of the three coefficients mwr the

speed r~~e for one angle of attack. In the presen-
tation of the momen&coef6cient data, the origin of
the axes for each angle of attack has been raised
wbove that for the previous angle of attack so that
the moment curve for any angle may be easily dis-
tinguished.

Additional figures are presented to show the aero-
dynamic characteristic of the airfoils in more familiar
form and also to illustrate further the effects of com-
pressibility on the importmt characteristics. Figures
14 to 19, inclusive, are plots of the lift and drag
coefficients against angle of attack. These curves me
presented for several speeds to provide an easy com-
parison with previous work. Figure 20 shows the
variation of the drag coefficients of all six airfoils
with speed for three values of the lift codlicient and,
in addition, the variation of the minimum drag with
speed is shown. Figure 21 illustrates the effect of
compressibility on the slope of the lift curve. Figures
22 and 23 illustrate an application of these data to
the computation of propeller characteristics.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of airfoils,-The comparison of these
airfoils should be made on the basis of lowest profile-
drag coefficient for any fied value of the lift coeffi-
cient because this characteristic is generally of para-
mount importance in the selection of airfoil sections
for propellers. If airfoils of like thickness are com-
pared, it is apparent from iigure 20 that the C airfoils
have lower profl.h+drag coefficients than the corre-
sponding R airfoils except at high values of the lift
coefficient. However, the differences ut high values
of the lift coefficient are s@ht except for the thinnest
sections at low speeds The reason for the advantage
of the 3R6 airfoil over the 3C6 airfoil is apparent from
an examination of iigures 14 and 17. The maximum
lift inefficient of the 3C6 ~oil ig lower th~ that for
the 3R6 airfoil and the consequent earlier burble of
the C airfoil causes its efficiency to drop sooner than
the efficiency for the ccrreaponding R airfoil. Further
examination of @urea 14 to 19 indicates that all the
C airfoils burble at somewhat lower lift coefficients
than the corresponding’ R airfoils.

It is apparent horn this comparison that C airfoils
are, in general, superior to cm-responding R sections
for propeller applications except for very l@h-pitch
propellers operating at low values of V/nD where the
angles of attack of the propeller blade sections are
in the region of maximum lift. This conclusion is in
substantial agreement with previous propeller tests
(reference 6).

The d.iiTerencesbetween the moment coefficients for
corresponding airfoils of the two families are relatively
unimportrmt for propeller application, but it is to be
noted that the d.iilerencesover the entire speed range
are in accord with the results of previous low-speed
tests. The lift-curve slopes (taken as the slope of the
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liftcurve in the low-drag range) of the R airfoils are
slightly higher than the lift-curve slopes for the cor-
responding C airfoils except for the thickest airfoils.
However, the d.itlerencesare not very great, and, in
view of the difficulty of accurately measuring this
quantity, no definite conclusions should be drawn.

Variation of the airfoil obaoterigtics with thick-
ness.—F&ge 20 shows a uniform increase of min-
imum-drag ccefiicientawith increasing thiclmessand, in
additionl shows vvith one exception a like change for
the dmg coefficient at various values of the lift cceffi-
cient.- At lower speeds the drag coefficient of the 3C6
airfoil for a lift coefficient of 0.8 is higher than might be

C aihils
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1 I t t 1 1 I I t I
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reduction of the lift-curve slope. The maximum lift
variations have not been studied in detail because the
valubs of this characteristic are not definite at high
speeds.

lMects of compressibi.li@-,-As the velocity of the
air past the model is increased, prcno unced changea
occur in the aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil.
These changes are best studied by referring to figures
8 to 13, inclusive. The lift coefllcients increase as the
speed is increased, slowly as the speed is increased over
the lower portion of the range, then more rapidly as
speeds above half the velocity of sound are exceeded,
and iinally at higher speeds, depending on the airfoil
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expected, which as previously noted is due to the early
burble of this C airfoil. The moment coefficient and
the angle of zero lift show uniform changes with thick-
ness. The-se quantities, although not primarily de-
pendent on thickness changes, may be expectid to
change in a systematic manner because the method
employed for varying the airfoil thickness also varies
the mean camber. An examination of figures 8 to 13
shows the moment variation with increasing thickness
and figures 14 to 19 show the angle of zero-lift varia-
tion. The effect of thiclmew variation on lifhmrve
slope is not as uniform as the changes of the other
aerodynamic properties. However, it is shown in
figure 21 that increased thickuess, in general, causes a

section and the angle of attack, the flow breaks down
as shown by a drop in the lift coefficient. This break-
down of the flow, hereinafter called the compressibility ‘
burble, occnm at lower speeds as the lift is incretied by
changing the angle of attack of the model. At the
highest lift cceflicients, which are in the region of the
normal burble, the breakdown of the flow occurs at
low speeds and, because of the unsteadiness of the
flow, the curves of lift coefficient plotted against speed .
become irregular. The drag coefficient behaves in a
similar manner. A small but steady increase in drag
as the speed is increased is observed, which continues
until the compressibility burble is reached. At this
point the drag coefficients rise rapidly to values several

~
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thnca as large as the low-speed values. As with the
lift coefficient, the rapid rise in the drag coefficient
occurs at lower speeds as the angle of attack is increased
until finally, at angles of attack in the neighborhood of
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FIGURE21.—Effectof mmpresfbflity on Ifft_

the normal stall at low speeds, the drag rises rapidly
at velocities of the order of 0.4 the velocity of sound.
The variation of the moment coefficient is similar to
the variation of the lift and drag coefficients. The
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moment increases numerically as the speed is in-
creased, this change continuing until the compressi-
bility burble is reached. At this point rapid changes
in the moment occur.

The effect of compressibility on the moment coeffi-
cient is of considerable importance in the structural
design of fast-diving airplanes. Sreeds in the neigh-
borhood of half the velocity of sound are commonly
attained by most airplanes of this type when in a dive,
and if low-speed moment data are applied to the design
of the spars large errcnain the estimation of the distri-
bution of load between the spara may be introduced.

Further changes in the aerodynmnic characteristics
occw as the speed is increased. The lift-curve slope

increises with the speed until a speed correspond@ to
the general breakdown of the flow is reached. Above
this speed the lift curves show either discontinuities or
irregularities of form. (See figs. 14 to 19 and fig. 21.)
Figures 14 to 19 also show large changes in the angle
of zero lift at high speeds. The value is but l.it~e
affected by speed changes until the compressib~ty
burble occurs. At higher speeds the zero-lift attitude -
approaches zero angle of attack. The changes are
shown in the following table, which has been compiled
from figures 14 to 19.

V/nD

FmuEE23.-Corn-n of wmpntwf and measurd pmpelfer chnmcterMks-
lip qxed 03 v., Glo prop3aer.
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The shift of the angle of zero lift is not shown by”the
thinnest airfoils because the compressibility burble at
low lifts takeaplace at speeds slightly higher than those
recorded in the table. The results shown in the table,
as well as the results shown by figures 20 and 21, lead
to the conclusion that the speed at which the compressi-
bility burble occurs is a function of the airfoil thiclmeas.
The table shows no change in the angle of zero lift at .
85 percent of sound veloci~ for the thinnest airfoils.
The 8 percent thick airfoils show a change in angle of
zero lift in the neighborhood of 0.8 V. and the thickest
airfoils show this change occurring at speeds slightly
in excess of 0.7 V.. & examination of the prcdile-drag
coefficient curves for zero lift coefkient @g. 20) shows
the rapid rise in drag occurring at substantially the
same values as those previously noted for the angle+f-
zero-lift changes
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AU the data indicate that the flow breakdom occurs
at speeds well below the velocity of sound. The early
breakdown of flow is probably due (references 7 ahd 8)
to the fact that the induced velocities over the airfoil
are higher than the main-st~ velocity and so reach
the velocity of sound when the main-stieam veloci@
is much lower than the speed of sound. There are
some reasons to believe that the attainment of sound
velocity at any poi& in the field of flow causes a marked
change in the type of flow and is probably responsible
for the compressibility burble. The experimental data
~nd to subst~tiate this deduction. The compressi-
bility burble, as indicated by the peaks of the curves
of the lift coefficient plotted against VJVCfor various
angles of attack (figs. 8 to 13), occurs at lower speeds
m the angle of attack or the lift is incxeasad. The
shift of the angle of zero lift following the compressi-
bility burble is attributed to the reduction h lift over
the upper surface of the airfoil which occurs concur-
rently with the flow breakdown.

Theoretical investigations of the effects of compressi-
bility have so far yielded but little information regard-
ing the actual flow phenomena, principally because of
mathematical complications tig in the analysis”
Rayleigh and Bryan (references 9, 10, and 11) have
attempted solutions but the mathematical complica-
tion involved in the application of their work seems ta
have virtually prohibited the solution of any practical
problem. More recently Taylor, Glauert, and Ackeret
(references 12, 13, and 14) have attampted solutions
and have to some extent succeeded in predicting some
of the effects that have been observed experimentally.
The mechanical method for solving fluid flow as devised
by Taylor (reference 12) indicates that a change in the
type of flow occum when the velocity at any place in
the field of flow, and not necessarily the veloci~ of the
main strenm, attains the velocity of sound. This work
is of importance in that it points to definite limitations
in the theoreticrd analysis of Glauert and Ackeret.
The success of the mechanical method for solving fluid
flows depends on an analogy between the equations
for the irretational motion of a fluid and the equations
for the flow of electric current in a sheet of conducting
substance of variable depth, an electrolyte in Taylor’s
experiments. As the experiments with the electric
analogy progressed, it became apparent that no solu-
tion could be obtained if the velocity of the fluid at
any point in the field of flow equaled or exceeded the
veloci~ of sound. This fact leads to the inference
that irrotationrd motion, the tgpe of flow postulated
by Glauert,and Ackeret, does not exist if sound speed
is reached at any point in the field of flow. Taylor’s
experiments on the 12ji percent thick R.A.I?. 31a airfoil
indicate a change in type of flow at a main-stream
velocity between 0.5 Vc sad 0.65 Vc when the attitude
of the airfoil is such that the Iow+peed lift coefficient
is in the neighborhood of 0.8. The present work indi-

cates that a breakdown of the flow occurs at a speed
of approximately 0.64 V. for the thicker airfoils when
their attitude is the same as that of the R.A.I?. 318
in Taylor’s experiments. It would seem, therefore, in
view of the agreement of the direct experimental and
mechanical methods of measurement regarding the
breakdown in flow, that any theoretical analysis of
the effect of compressibility postulated on irrotatiorwl
motion is inapplicable at relatively high speeds.

This limitation is imposed on the theoretical work of
Glauert and Ackeret. In addition, Glauert’s work is
urther restricted because it assumes that the velocity
at the surface of the airfoil does not differ appreciably
from the main-stream velocity. Ackeret’s method of
analysis diflers somewhat from Glauert’s, but it also
is subject to the same restrictions. Both qgree, how-
ever, on the change which might be expected in the
early stages. The important conclusion reached by
both is that the lift-curve slope may be expected to
vary proportionately with the factor (1– (V/VC)9)-fio
k order to verify this prediction the theoretical lift-
curve slope variation has been plotted against V/V,
with the experimental results in figure 21. The simi-
larity of the experimental curves to the theoretical
curve is striking and leads to the conclusion that at
speeds below that at which the compressibility burble
occurs, the application of the factor to the known
experimental lifticurve slope at low speeds is justified
for practical purposes.

Glauert’s -work also indicates that the chord of the
airfoil in a-compressible flow is effectively shorter than
the chord of the airfoil in an incompressible flow. The
sffect of compressibility is then to increase the effective
mmber of the airfoil and as a result the moment coefE-
cient maybe expected to increase numerically. The
momem%oefficient curves (figs. 8 to ,13) show a change
in the same direction as that predicted.

Comparison with previous work.—Airfoils similar
to those studied in this investigation, as well as other
airfoils, have been tested previoudy over a wide speed
range but the results of the earlier investigations are
not directly comparable with these results because of
diflerent test conditions. The earliest experimental
investigation of airfoil characteristics as affected by
compressibility is dwribed in reference 15. Similar
airfoils were later tested (reference 16) over a wider
speed range in a ditlerent form of wind tunnel. Pres-
sure-distribution tests of these airfoils were also made
(reference 7) but quantitative correlation with previous
results was again impossible because of Merent test
conditions. The latest measurements are those given
in reference 5. None of the foregoing investigations,
however, affords a quantitative comparison with the
present investigation. The tests of reference 16 con-
sisted only of lift measurements of six airfoils of l-inch
chord and 6-inch span mounted on a central support in
a l+t--inch diameter wind tunnel. The results are
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of limited value because of the small speed range and
the low Reynolds Number. The tests described in
reference 16 were made in an open-jet wind tunnel.
The models were of 3-inch chord; they extended across
a jet of air issuing from a 12.24-inch nozzle and pro-
jected into the still-air region on either side of the jet.
The air mi..ed directly with the atmosphere. The
tests described in references 5 and 7 were made in a
similar tunnel but the diameter of the air jet waa 2
inches and the chord of the models was 1 inch. These
rewdts are, of course, subject to large a.spectaatio cor-
rections and because of the nn.lmown influence of the
jet boundaries and model end conditions, these cor-
rections are unknown. The results are therefore
comparable only qualitatively with the results of this
investigation. Some teats of other airfoils have been
made in England under approximately infinita sspech
ratio conditions in a smallwind tunnel so that although
the tunnel-boundary conditions are satisfactory the
Reynolds Number for the teats is much smaller than
that obtained in the present investigation.

An em.mination of the effects of compressibility on
airfoil characteristics as demonstrated by the earlier
investigations does show good agreement, qualita-
tively, with the results of the present investigation.
The existence of a deiinite compressibility burble has
been shown and the speed at which this occurs has been
shown to be influenced by the airfoil thickness and the
angle of attack of the airfoil (reference 16). The
marked drag increase has also been demonstrated.
The gradual change in the moment coefficients for
speed changes below the speed at which the compressi-
bility burble occurs has not been shown previously.
This difference mny be explained by the inherent inac-
curacy of the methods previously used for measuring
this quantity (reference 16). The systematic change
in the lift-curve slope has been shown by the British
tests (reference 17), but not by previous American
tests, which is undoubtedly due to the large influences
of the boundaries of the air jet used in the Americ~
tests on the character of the flow over the airfoil. An
important difference between the present tests and
those of reference 6 concerns the relative advantages
of (Y and R airfoils. The results of reference 6 indi-
cate that for airfoil thiclmessesless than O.lc the R air-
foils are superior to the C airfoils at high angles of
attack. For thiclumss ratios of 0.08 or kwger the
difference between the C and R airfoils at high ingles
of attack is shown by these tests to be small, but the
C airfoils are, in general, slightly better. Because the
differences are small, it may be that the relatively
large effects of the jet boundaries in the earlier tests
influenced the results. &other difference in the
results of these and previous tests which maybe attrib-
uted to jet-boundary phenomena is found in the speeds
at which the compre-ssibfity burble coccurs. The shift
of the angle of zero lift at very high speeds is substan-

tiated and the advantages of using thin sections in
preference to thick sections at high speeds are also
mbstantiated.

Computation of propeller charaoteristios.-The six
airfoils tmtad in this investigation are used chiefly as
propeller blade sections, and one of the purposes of
this investigation was to provide better data than
have heretofore been available on the aerodymmnic
properties of these sections. In order to demonstrate
the extent to which the results of this investigation
may be directly applied to practical propeller design,
the characteristics of a propeller on which tests for a
wide range of tip speeds are available have been com-
puted from these data.

The propeller chosen is the ~10 propeller of refer-
ence 18. The blade sections of this propeller are
3C1O sections. The pitch of the propeller is 9.6° at
the 0.75 radius. The propeller characteristics have
been computed from the section data by means of the
improved vortex theory of Goldstein (reference 19).
The equations used have been taken from this refer- ‘
ence an”d modified so that the standwd nondimen-
sional coefficients in use in this country may be used
directly in the formulas. The expression for the
differential thrust is

The diilerential torque is obtained from the formula

The rate of advance is given by

V/nD=Z(~) (1–@(l-F) tan P (3)

where the factors F“and a2 are obtained from the fol-
lowing exprcs.sions

G Cos’p 6 A2——
i=ij= K 2sin2P

(4)

(5)

and the following are the symbols used:
p, the angle between the path of a blade element and

the plane of rotation

R, tip radius
r, section radius
B, number of blades
c, chord of blade-section
&= CLCOSP–CDti P
xj=c~bp+c~cosq
K, a cdlkient dependent on r/R,B, and P
These expressions are identical with those given by

the vortex theory with the exception of the factor
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cos9p/K in the expressions for a~ and F. In order to
facilitate application of the foregoing equations s
chart giving values of KIco@p for 2-bladed propellers
plotted against tan q is given as figure 24. This chart
has been taken from referen~ 19. It is worth noting
in passing that the factor co#P/K becomes unity if the
number of blades is iniinite. The vortex theory ss-
sumes that the number of blades is iniinite and the
agreement of the new theory with the vortex theory
is completi for this condition.

The actual calculation was carried out in the usual
manner. The differential thrust hd torque coe5-
cienta and rate of advance were computed horn the
foregoing formulas. The coefficients were plotted
against V/nD and from these plots the thrust and
torque grading curves were constructed for various
values of VJnD. The grading curves were integrated
mechanically to obtain the over-all coefficiemk of the
propeller. The computation was carried out for two
tip speeds, 0.75VIVC and 0.9V/V.. The airfoil
coefficients were taken from figure 10. Calculations

1.0
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-?~.6
&
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L , , , !

02 4 .6 .8 LO 12 1.4
fm p

FIwnilrM.-Goldstefn facior for cmmcthg the vortex thecay for 2+laded P
xwlfem(reProducaifrom Brflish R & hf. No. Mm).

were made for even 2° intervals of angle of attack.
The %peed of the various propeller sections was taken
as the product of the tip speed and the ratio of the
section radius to the tip radius. A slight error is
introduced in this way because the resultant speed at
any section i9 not exactly proportional to the radius,
owing to the forward speed. The error is small, how-
ever, for low pitches; in the present instances it is
of the order of 1.3 percent for the highest rates of
advance.

The propeller characteristics as computed horn these
data and the measured propeller characteristics, taken
from reference 18, are plotted in figures 22 and 23. In
view of the fact that the measured propeller character-
istics are influenced by the effects of the hub drag and
the propeller-body interaction, exact agreement cannot
be espected. Prewions experience, however, indicates
that the net interference tiect is small because the
effects of the hub drag and the additional drag of the
body due to slipstream tend to compensate the effecb
of the body on the propeller characteristics, so that a

comparison of the &mputed and the measured
propeller characteristicsmay be expected to yield infor-
mation of some value.

The important diilerence between the computed and
the measured characteristics is in the value of the
thrust coefficient when the tip speed is equal to 0.9
V.. This d.ifTerencecauses a marked reduction in the
propelhr efficiency as deduced from the airfoil data.
Apparently, the maximum efficiency from the computed
characteristics begins to fall off at lower tip speeds
than the corresponding efficiency from the measured
characteristics. ‘

There are several possible causes for the disagree-
ment at the high tip speed. The most important factors
contributing to the difference are probably Reynolds
Number differences and a constriction at the test
section of the high-speed tunnel when the model is in
position. Teste made in England of model propellers
have shown a drop in efficiency at speeda lower than
that shown by the full-scale teats. This difference
between the model and full-scale tests has been attrib-
uted to Reynolds Number difference. The Reynolds
Number of both the present tests and the British model
propeller tests giving similar results is in the neighbor-
hood of half that attained in the full-scale propeller
tests of reference 18.

A constriction effect at the test section due to the
presence of the model would also tend to cause a
diihence in the same direction as that shown in figure
23. In substance, the velocity and g as determined
Eromthe static-plate measurements would be lower
than the effective telocity and q at the throat. & Q
result,the observations plotted in figures 8 to 13 would
be plotted at speeds slightly lower thwi the correct
values and the codicients would be somewhat larger
than the true values. The magnitude of the constric-
tion or blocking correction would probably be greater
!or high speeds and high angles of attack than for low
Teeds and low angles of attack.

A thorough investigation of the causes of the dis-
crepancy would require considerable additional ex~eri-
nent. The variation of the maximum efficiency of a
?ropeller with tip speed should first be studied by
neans of t@ht tests to verify or disprove the results of
jhe tests in the propeller-research tunnel. The effects
)f the body behind the propeller (a fuselage housing
LD-12 engine in the tests of reference 18) should be
nvestigated by means of tests of the propeller without
Lbody. The tiects of Reynolds Number should be
nvestigated by means of tests of a geometrically similar
nodel in the propeller-research tunnel. The blocking
m constriction correction for the high-speed tunnel
wilts cannot be invwtigated with the equipment now
W&b10. The method of detaminhg this correction
maids of te9ting geometicfdly similar airfoils of
LifFerent&ord. If this were to be done in the equip-
nent now available the Reynolds Number would vmy
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as well as the constriction at the throat. A method
suitable for establishing this correction is the construc-
tion of rLhigh-speed wind tunnel similar to the present
tunnel, but di.flerent in size, and the testing in both
tunnels of airfoils of the same chord. The Reynolds
Number would then be the same for the tests in each
tunnel but the etkts of constriction would depend’ on
the sizes of the tunnels. One additional recommenda-
tion, but one which at present seems to offer but little
possibility of success, is a theoretical analysis of the
flow in the tunnel with a view to det_ the con-
striction correction. The analysis should include an
examination of the effects of compressibility. This
stipuldion is important but, because of the mathemati-
cal difficulty involved, a solution by this means seems
improbable.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Clark Y airfoil sections are superior to R.A.F. 6

airfoil sections for propeller applications except for
high-pitch propellers operating at low values of V/nD.

2. I?or propellem rotating at very high speeds, thin
sections are better than thick sections.

3. As the speed of the air flowing past an airfoil is
increased the lift, drag, and moment coefficients under-
go n small numerical increase which continues until a
compr~ibiljty burble occurs.

4. As the speed is further @creased the breakdown
of the flow corresponding to the compressibility burble
is evidenced by a drop in the lift coeilicient and a rapid
increase in the drag coefficient.

5. The speed at which the compressibility burble
occurs is dependent on the angle of attack and the
thickness of the airfoil; increasing tither of these
crmses the compressibility burble to occur at lower
speeds.

6. Although the Reynolds Numbem at which these
tests were c~nducted he low the results indicai% that
errors may be expected in the estimated design loads
for airplaneswhich attain speeds such as those attained
by diving bombem when in a dive if the effects of com-
pressibility on the wing moment coefficient are
neglected.

7. These results indicate that the limited theory
available may be applied with sufficient accuracy for
most practical purposes only for speeds below the com-
pressibility burble.

lkiGLBY MEIJORIU &iIRONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY CO~~E FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, March 28,1983.
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TABLE I

AIRFOIL ORDINATES

FOR ADRONA~CS
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